
Continuing the Journey of Self-Transformation 
  

Welcome to Session 3 
 

Value: Peace 

Virtue: Patience 



Agenda 
∞  Opening Ceremony 

      ∞ Lighting the Candle Prayer 

      ∞ Forbearance Prayer 

∞  Announcements : Parenting Workshop 

      ∞ Welcome 

      ∞ Date of next session: to be      
confirmed after meeting to be held with the 
Farmers on June 29, 2018. 

∞  Checking in on the previous session of 
Non-violence and Diligence 

∞  Camille’s  Journey 

∞  Lesson 

∞  Closing 

As we light this flame, we light the flames 

of Love, Peace, Truth, Right Conduct, and 

Non-violence that lie within us all. 



Forbearance Prayer 

Let us have forbearance towards each other 

Let us rejoice together 

Let us all strive together 

Let us live and move in harmony 

Let us grow together 

Let us cherish the wisdom that we have 
acquired 

Let us live in complete harmony without 
misunderstanding 

May all beings in the worlds be happy 

Namaste, we honor the goodness in each 
other. 



Checking in on the  
previous session of 
Non-violence and 
Diligence: 



Peace and Patience 

Wise Saying:  

 

“Another’s anger cannot be defeated by your anger. 

 It can be tamed only by your patience and tolerance.” 



Camille’s personal journey of                   

Self-Transformation in                                  

peace and patience:  



Questions: 

Keeping in mind the wise 
saying: “Another’s anger 
cannot be defeated by your 
anger. It can be tamed only 
by your patience and 
tolerance”, how have we 
observed this saying in our 
lives over the past year? 
Do we notice this saying 
directed more towards 
others? More towards 
ourselves? 
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•When we look at ourselves today 
and we compare with where we 
were a year ago, do you notice any 
changes in how you have practiced 
Peace and Patience in your 
thoughts? In your feelings? In 
your actions? 

 

•How has the virtue of patience 
impacted how you have 
experienced peace over the last 
year? 



•When you have been in a moment where patience was absent, do you notice 
it’s absence?  How soon do you notice, if at all? Is this process any different 
than how you responded a year ago?  

 

•When the virtue of Patience is absent                                                          
in your practice, how do you notice                                                                
this impacts your practice of patience? 

 

•Have  you noticed a difference in the                                                                
presence of Patience in your life over                                                                             
the last year? 
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Have you had any moments when 
you have felt “blocked” in your 
practice of applying  Patience in 
your thoughts, feelings or actions? 

 

What helped you to melt the 
solidity of this block?  

 

What practice tool has helped you 
the most  over the last year  in you 
incorporating Patience into your 
life (ex. Awareness, meditation, 
reflection, prayer, music, nature, 
self-talk, service, other tools?) 
 

 



-Let us review the concept of applying 
Patience as we become more aware of 
our thoughts, feelings, and actions.  As 
we observe ourselves in the present, in 
the here and now, we have access to the 
power of choice.                                                    
-Choosing peace and patience over 
whatever may trigger us to go in the 
opposite direction.                                        
-We focus on our breathing, we let go of 
impatience, anger, whatever feeling, and 
we choose peace and patience in our 
lives, our relationships, in our daily 
experiences. 



∞ How does it feel to 
have peaceful thoughts, 
feelings? 

∞How does it feel to 
nurture our decision of 
choosing Peace ad 
Patience in our lives?  



Guided  Imagination 



Affirmation for reflection 
and contemplation: 

 
   

“Every day I am more 
tolerant and patient.” 



Write a new of how you 
would like to 
apply this saying 
in your life and 
how to be more 
patient and 
peaceful.  



 

Closing Prayer  
 

In our continuous journey of  Self-Transformation, we offer our 
gratitude to the Divine for teaching us the path of Peace and Patience. 
May we continue to strive to express the Five Universal Human Values 

as we are lovingly guided, and we consciously engage with our fellow 
beings. Let us nurture our opened minds and our peaceful hearts with 

the eternal Presence.   
 
 
 


